
ELA Choice board
Color a box each time you complete a task.

k

GET OUTSIDE!
Grab a book and find 
a comfy spot to read 

outside.

LIGHTS OUT!
Grab a flashlight and 
read in the dark.

PUT ON A PLAY!
Read a story and 
then act it out for 
your family.

HIDE AND READ!
Build a pillow fort and
read in it.

VIRTUAL READ ALOUD!
Read to a family 
member or friend 
over video chat.

HAT DAY!
Put on your favorite 
hat and read.

DRAW IT OUT! 
Read a book and then 
draw a picture of 
the setting.

PAJAMA DAY!
Put on your favorite 
pair of PJ’s and read 
in bed.

CHARACTER DAY!
Dress up like your 
favorite book 
character and read 
that story.

VOICE CHANGE! 
Read a book in a silly, 
scary, or whisper 
voice.

FAMILY READING NIGHT!
Take turns reading 
pages of a book with 
you family.

READ THE HOUSE!
Go around the house 
and look for words 
that you can read. 

ALPHABET HUNT!
Choose a letter of 
the alphabet. Find 5 
things that begin with 
that letter.

LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTION!
Record yourself 
reading a book like a 
movie star.

SILLY SOCK DAY!
Put on a pair of silly 
socks and read.

READ TO Something!
Find a pet or plant to 
read to. 

Read 
Every 
Day!STUFFED ANIMAL DAY!

Read to your favorite 
stuffed animal.

WALK AND READ!
Go for a walk and 
look for words 
around your 
neighborhood.

RHYME TIME!
Make a list of words 
that rhyme in your 
book. 

BE THE ILLUSTRATOR!
Draw a new cover 
page for your book.
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math Choice board
Color a box each 

time you 
complete a task.

k

MAKE A PATTERN!
Make a pattern with 
items from around 
your house.

2D Shape Search!
Look around your 
house for things 
shaped like a triangle. 

Add It Up! 
Count the chairs in your 
house and the TVs in 
your house. Then, add 
them together.

Count and Compare!
Count the cans and 
boxes in your pantry. 
Which category has 
more?

odd or even!
Count the number of 
windows in your 
house. Is it an even 
or odd number?

MATH ROCKS!
Gather rocks and use 
them to solve these 
problems:
3+4=
6+2=

Flower Graphing! 
Go for a walk and tally 
how many flowers you 
see of each color. 
Make a graph with the 
results.

Count It Out!
Count how many 
socks are in your 
room.

Subtracting Snacks! 
Grab a handful of a 
snack and count how 
many you have. Eat 
some. How many are 
left?

2D Shape Search!
Look around your 
house for things 
shaped like a square. 

SHORTEST TO LONGEST!
Hunt for sticks and 
arrange them in 
order from shortest 
to longest. 

Phone a Friend!
Call a friend or 
family member and 
count as high as you 
can!

Magazine Hunt!
Look in a magazine for 
real life shapes. If you 
can, cut them out and 
sort them by color, 
shape, or size.

3D Shape Hunt! 
Look around your 
house for things 
shaped like a cylinder.

Measure Me!
Use a nonstandard 
form of measurement 
to measure how tall 
someone in your house 
is. 

Write It Out! 
Use a marker to write 
your numbers as high 
as you can go.

Let’s 
learn!

Rocking Out! 
Have an adult write out 
addition and subtraction 
problems. Use rocks as 
counters to solve.

Walk and Count!
Go for a walk and 
count how many 
different critters or 
animals you see.

3D Shape Hunt!
Look around your 
house for things 
shaped like a sphere.

Hopscotch! 
Use chalk to draw a 
hopscotch with 
numbers 1-20. Say each 
number as you hop.
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SUMMER Choice board
Color a box each time you complete a task.

k

Never stop 
learning!
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	Text1: Find a puddle. Use it to test objects to see if they sink or float.
	2: Find some rocks and try to stack them. How many can you stack before they fall?
	3: Lay on your back and do some cloud watching. What pictures do you see in the clouds?
	4: Look for shadows on your driveway and trace them with sidewalk chalk. 
	5: Take a walk and talk about the weather. 
	6: Draw a picture of your favorite animal and label it. 
	7: Make OobleckMix together one-part water and two-parts corn starch. 
	8: Make a thank you car for a parent or friend who helped you with school this year.
	9: Create an obstacle course. Jump over stuffed animals, go under the chair, etc.
	10: Have a parade. March around the house playing instruments. Use pots for drums. 
	11: Move like animals: frog jump, crab walk, elephant stomp, etc.
	12: Play a game of iSpy.
	13: Draw a picture of what it looks like outside in each of the four seasons.
	14: Take a walk and count your steps in Spanish.
	15: Tell a family member three words to describe how you feel about summer.
	16: Go on a texture hunt. Find something rough, soft, fluffy, or smooth.
	17: Compare and contrast your house to your neighbors house.
	18: Draw an example of you using each of the five senses.
	19: Build a ramp with blocks or a board and test objects to see which will roll.
	20: Practice tying your shoes.


